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Abbreviations and symbols

The following are abbreviations for grammatical terms used frequently in the
glosses for examples. Other abbreviations are explained as they are presented.

a subject of transitive clause
abl ablative
abs absolutive
acc accusative
act actor
adess adessive
adj adjective
adv adverb
affirm affirmative
ag agent
all allative
anim animate
ant anterior
antipass antipassive
aor aorist
ap actor pivot
applic applicative
art article
asp aspect
aux auxiliary
ben benefactive
bp benefactive pivot
caus causative
cf counterfactual conjunction
clsfr classifier
comp complementizer
compar comparative
complet completive
concur concurrent
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Abbreviations and symbols xvii

conj conjunction
contin continuous
cop copula
dat dative
debit debitive
decl declarative
def definite
dem demonstrative
dep dependent
det determiner
dir directional
dist distal
dl dual
do direct object
dp directional pivot
ds different subject
du dual
dur durative
emph emphatic
erg ergative
ess essive
excl exclusive
exist existential
exist(neg) existential negator
ez ezafe
f, fem feminine
fut future
gen genitive
habit habitual
hort hortative
imper imperative
imperf imperfect(ive)
imprs impersonal
inan inanimate
incep inceptive
incl inclusive
incomp incompletive
indef indefinite
indic indicative
infer inferential
infin infinitive
instr instrumental
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xviii Abbreviations and symbols

int interrogative
intens intensifier
intrans intransitive
inv inverse
invol involuntary
io indirect object
irr irrealis
ld locative-directional
link linker
loc locative
m masc masculine
med medial (intermediate between proximal and distal)
mid middle
mom momentary
monit monitory
mot motion
nc noun class
near time close to now
neg negative
neut neuter
nfn non-finite
nom nominative
nomin nominalization
nonlocut nonlocutor
nonspec nonspecific
np noun phrase
num numeral
obj object
obliq oblique
obv obviative
om object marker
op object pivot
opt optative
ord ordinal
p object of transitive clause
par partitive
pass passive
past past tense
pc paucal
perf perfect/perfective
pfx prefix
piv pivot
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Abbreviations and symbols xix

pl plural
pn proper name / proper noun
poss possessive
possd possessed
potent potential
pp prepositional phrase
pred predicative
predp predicate phrase
prefl possessive reflexive
prep preposition
pres present
pret preterite
pro.adj pro-adjective
prog progressive
prohib prohibitive
prol prolative
prt particle
ptcl particle
ptcpl participle
ptv primary transitive verb
punct punctual
purp purposive
q question marker
quot quotative
real realis
rec.past recent past
recip reciprocal
refl reflexive
rel relative clause marker
rem remote
rem.past remote past
s subject of intransitive clause
seq sequential marker
sg singular
sjnct subjunctive
s.o. someone
ss same subject
stat stative
subj subject
subord suff subordinative suffix
suff suffix
superel superelative
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xx Abbreviations and symbols

tns tense
top topic
tr transitive
trans transitive
unspec.obj unspecified object
lonspec.subj unspecified subject
v verb
vol volitional
vp verb phrase
v.intr intransitive verb
v.dtr ditransitive verb
v.tr transitive verb
1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
1sg first person singular (etc.)
3pl third person plural (etc.)
ø zero marking
- affix boundary
= clitic boundary
<> infix
∗ ungrammatical phrase or sentence
′ high tone
| low tone
ˆ rise – fall tone or falling tone
ʔʔ only marginally grammatical
\ falling into nation contour [chapter 5]
/ rising into nation contour [chapter 5]

Unless otherwise indicated in a chapter, Roman numerals are used for noun
classes.
‘nc’ with a subscript number ‘x’ means ‘Noun class x’.
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